
Teach in China; Lead a Global Education Transformation
Weʼre looking for uniquely qualified candidates from all disciplines to join a 
program that is aimed at transforming the idea of global education and 
language learning in China.  Weʼre building a corps of young, creative, 
passionate teachers from all backgrounds, majors, and professional 
experiences who have what it takes to excel as international teachers and 
improve the quality of education for Chinese students who seek the skills 
needed to succeed in a global knowledge economy.  Our programs employ 
the latest brain-based learning and teaching methods, seek to give students 
the language, cultural, and critical thinking skills necessary to fully participate 
as global citizens working in a knowledge economy, and foster sustainable 
development in the worldʼs most rapidly changing culture and economy.

For more information, contact: Stephen Wilmarth, Director, International 
Experimental Program, The No. 1 High School Affiliated with Central China 
Normal University.  E-mail - stephen.wilmarth@gmail.com

Frequently Asked Questions

What kind of teaching can I expect?

Traditional teaching style in China is geared toward one outcome.  Chinese students must 
take a national college entrance exam called the GaoKao.  This test is famous for itʼs 
importance in determining the future of Chinese students.  For example, in order to enter the 
best university in China, Peking University, a student might have to achieve a score of 650 
on the GaoKao.  (Each province is allowed a “quota” of students.  Depending on the “quota,” 
GaoKao scores may vary from province to province.)  If a student scores 650 on the 
GaoKao, theyʼre in.  If they score 649 on the GaoKao, theyʼre out.  No other considerations 
apply... not academic performance, not extracurricular performance, not community service 
performance, not any evidence about what kind of person the student is.  Teacher careers 
are built on an ability to “train” students for the GaoKao.  This kind of training leads to 
Chinese students perhaps being the worldʼs best test takers.  But China, the nation, has a 
problem.  For all itʼs prowess as a society that can pass the most rigorous tests, it is a 
society devoid of Nobel Prize winners (with one notable exception in the Nobel Peace Prize 
category), a society lagging behind in new patent applications, and a society that continues 
to import many of the “creative” solutions experts from the west for its most important jobs.  

This is background to what is now becoming one of Chinaʼs boldest experiments in 
education reform.  The No. 1 High School Affiliated with Central China Normal University is 
being given unprecedented freedom to create a liberal education model along the lines of a 
top US college preparatory academy.  This “liberal academy” will operate inside a traditional 
Chinese public (government) school.  Our teaching style will be uniquely progressive.  We 
will focus on a rigorous academic program while employing many project-based, student-
centered curriculum approaches.  Teachers will create exciting, active classroom 



experiences.  Teachers will be supported by multiple teaching assistants in each class, 
some Chinese, some American, to help with novel uses of technology, promote student 
collaboration, and help lower the traditionally high student / teacher ratio.  

The International Experimental Program at the No. 1 High School Affiliated with Central 
China Normal University will have its own contiguous classrooms and offices, situated in a 
separate zone that will be labeled and maintained as an “English-only” zone.  All teachers, 
Chinese and American, will teach in English, using English language texts and materials as 
resources.  The goal is to radically improve the teaching of English as a “problem-solving” 
language, and exclusively cater to students who intend to seek higher education 
opportunities abroad.

Teachers, both Chinese and American, working together, will develop a fully integrated 
curriculum and teaching approach that utilizes state-of-the-art technology in a 1:1 computing 
environment (using the iPad and a Digital Learning Classroom).  Teachers will collaborate 
on designing curriculum in an exciting experiment in Chinese education reform.  Results, as 
determined by the number of opportunities created for Chinese public school students to 
attend institutions of higher learning abroad, will determine the future of this experiment as a 
model to be replicated in other Chinese public schools across the country.

What is the salary range and benefits?  How is my health care coverage handled?

The salary range for foreign expert teachers in our program is between 130,000 and 
170,000 RMB per year, depending on qualifications, experience, and other factors 
contributing to the selection of teaching candidates.  Other compensation benefits include 
health insurance, a campus card with 200 RMB per month for purchasing cafeteria meals 
(averaging 6 RMB per meal) and items at the school store, and a 200 RMB monthly 
allowance for electric utilities.  (The average teaching salary for a Chinese teacher is 24,000 
- 36,000 RMB per year.  Chinese teachers are offered unfurnished apartments and no food 
or utility allowances.  Because of the salary discrepancy, foreign teachers are expected to 
show respect and deference to Chinese teaching colleagues at all times in order to maintain 
a positive and productive teaching and learning environment.)

Who will pay my travel costs?  How often can I return to the US?

Foreign faculty members will be provided with one RT international airfare per year.  
International airfare reimbursements must be approved by the Program Director in advance, 
and generally cover coach fares only.

What kind of visa will I receive?  Who will issue the visa?

Foreign faculty will receive a “foreign expert visa” issued by the Chinese immigration 
authorities.     The sponsoring institution will be (the Foreign Office at) Central China Normal 
University, Chinaʼs top teacher training university.  The visa allows for unlimited travel to all 
provinces in China, and an unlimited number of country exits and entries for foreign travel.  
The visa can be renewed inside China as long as a faculty contract is in force.



How long is the standard contract period?

Foreign faculty will generally be offered 1 year renewable contracts.  The minimum 
contractual commitment is 1 year.  Contract periods will commence on August 15th of each 
year and run until August 14th of the following year.  All faculty are expected to arrive at 
school at least 2 weeks before the commencement of classes, and participate in pre-
arranged professional development and training programs.

With whom do I sign a contract?  What language is the contract in?

Contracts for the coming year of the International Experimental Program will be signed with 
the Foreign Office of Central China Normal University.  (This could change in the future if a 
private company is hired by the University to manage and operate the program.)  Contracts 
will be written in both English and Mandarin Chinese.  Chinese labor law applies, and 
adjudication of contract disputes are handled through local procedures and standards.  
Contract questions will be answered promptly by the Program Director.  Grievances should 
be submitted to the Program Director, who will respond promptly with a grievance procedure 
and advice.

Where will I live?  What kind of apartment is standard for teachers?

All full-time foreign faculty have their own separate apartment in the same building in a 
school-owned faculty apartment area across the street from the main school.  A standard 
apartment comes furnished.  The layout includes a living room / dining room, kitchen, 
bathroom with shower, master bedroom with closets, and a 2nd bedroom or office.  
Appliances include refrigerator, wall mounted heating / AC units (2), hotplate, microwave 
and washing machine.  Furnishings include a couch, office desk, dining room table and 4 
chairs, and queen-size bed.  The faculty cafeteria, serving 3 meals a day, is located on the 
grounds of the faculty apartment complex. 

Can I bring my family members or partners?

Individual faculty can decide whether or not to bring family members including spouses and 
children.  Spouses can work while in China although it is recommended that the spouse 
have a professional specialty (i.e., teacher, nurse or doctor, etc.) where language may not 
be a significant barrier to obtaining a working permit.  China does not recognize “civil 
unions” so same-sex couples may have some difficulty obtaining the necessary visas for a 
partner.  We will make every effort to accommodate couples living in a civil union 
arrangement.  Unmarried couples may also encounter difficulty obtaining a long-term visa 
for a non-teaching partner.

How many hours and classes will I teach?  How many students will I be responsible for?

Classes and hours will vary according to needs that are established prior to the beginning of 
every academic year.  Generally speaking, teachers are expected to teach a minimum of 15 
hours per week up to a maximum of 20 hours per week.  A minimum of one hour of class 
prep time is expected for each hour of teaching time.  The school is a boarding school but 
faculty have no responsibility for dorm monitoring or extra-curricula activities.  Students, 
however, are aiming for a high standard of US higher educational opportunities.  Therefore, 
they should be encouraged and led by faculty to develop activities such as clubs, Model UN 



and other internationally oriented activities, and social service learning activities.  As 
boarding students, many faculty maintain evening office hours to offer students support and 
guidance.  Evening office hours coverage may be arranged among faculty members to give 
students any relevant or necessary support.  All faculty are expected to handle office duties 
on at least 2 nights during the week.

What is the holiday schedule?

The annual holiday schedule is set by the school prior to the start of the school year.  Major 
national holidays include National Day (1 day in October), Autumn Festival (3 days in late 
October), Spring Festival and the Chinese Lunar New Year (2-3 weeks in late January - 
early February), May Day, and Dragon Boat Festival (3 days in early June).  The school year 
generally runs from the start of September until the end of June.  Faculty have 6 weeks paid 
vacation during the summer, with a minimum 2 weeks of professional development during 
August.  Detailed holiday and professional development schedules will be announced prior 
to the start of the school year.

What resources can I reference that can show me the style and methods being 
employed?

Several websites can help give insight into the kinds of courses and curriculum that teachers 
will need to work with.  Here is a partial list:

AP Central - http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/
This is the main site for AP content and professional development.  Resources include 
course content, sample syllabi, teacher resources, and a wide range of information 
about AP courses and teaching methods.

Read/Write/Think - http://www.readwritethink.org/
This site is sponsored by the National Council of Teachers of English and is devoted to 
improving the teaching and learning of English and the language arts at all levels of 
education. The NCTE mission statement says:

"The Council promotes the development of literacy, the use of language to construct 
personal and public worlds and to achieve full participation in society, through the 
learning and teaching of English and the related arts and sciences of language.“

This site contains teacher resources and links to materials that are essential to our 
teaching practices.

UbD - http://www.authenticeducation.org/ubd/ubd.lasso
Understanding by Design is based on the following key ideas:
- A primary goal of education should be the development and deepening of student 

understanding.
- Students reveal their understanding most effectively when they are provided with 

complex, authentic opportunities to explain, interpret, apply, shift perspective, 
empathize, and self-assess. When applied to complex tasks, these "six facets" provide 
a conceptual lens through which teachers can better assess student understanding.



- Effective curriculum development reflects a three-stage design process called 
"backward design" that delays the planning of classroom activities until goals have 
been clarified and assessments designed. This process helps to avoid the twin 
problems of "textbook coverage" and "activity-oriented" teaching, in which no clear 
priorities and purposes are apparent.

- Student and school performance gains are achieved through regular reviews of results 
(achievement data and student work) followed by targeted adjustments to curriculum 
and instruction. Teachers become most effective when they seek feedback from 
students and their peers and use that feedback to adjust approaches to design and 
teaching.

- Teachers, schools, and districts benefit by "working smarter" through the collaborative 
design, sharing, and peer review of units of study.

In practice, Understanding by Design offers:
- a three-stage "backward planning" curriculum design process anchored by a unit 

design template
- a set of design standards with attendant rubrics
- and a comprehensive training package to help teachers design, edit, critique, peer- 

review, share, and improve their lessons and assessments.

What other classroom resources will be available?

Classrooms will all be equipped with digital projectors and drop-down screens, a wifi node 
with Internet connection, and a cable Internet connection.  All students are equipped with 
iPad devices, which are used to store digital learning resources needed for every class.  All 
work is to be submitted to a program server drop-box or by email.  

Traditionally, Chinese schools require students to stay in one classroom throughout the day.  
(The exceptions are the science labs, performance centers, art rooms, and computer labs.  
These situations are tightly scheduled and students are generally not allowed to move about 
classrooms freely.)  

Keeping students in one classroom is generally a function of the kinds of texts and materials 
that they work with.  Students use “workbooks” in every subject and the number of 
workbooks makes student mobility difficult and inefficient.  So, Chinese faculty move from 
classroom to classroom.  

In the International Experimental Program, a US-style approach will have students moving 
from classroom to classroom (all materials will be kept on in spiral notebooks, the iPad, or 
other digital devices) and faculty will have their own classroom to organize and decorate as 
they see fit.  Teamwork, collaboration, and active student communication are encouraged 
and classroom furnishings will be selected to encourage this approach.

Is there any in-country travel involved in my work?

There may be school sponsored travel, including travel as a chaperon for student groups 
within the country during the school year.  Faculty will be selected for school-related travel 
by the Program Director.

What opportunities do I have to travel around China for pleasure?  How do I get around?



Faculty are encouraged to travel freely about the country and experience as much of the 
culture and natural sights of China as possible.  Travel advice and assistance will be offered 
to faculty.  Every faculty member will have a bi-lingual teaching assistant who can help 
arrange personal travel and provide advice.  Local transportation is primarily by city bus or 
taxi.  A “city card” can be purchased and used for local bus routes.  Transportation by bus to 
any part of the city is generally 1 yuan.  Taxis are relatively inexpensive.  Taxi fare to the 
train station is approximately 50 yuan, to the airport is 150 yuan, and to the Luxiang 
shopping district or the local Walmart is under 20 yuan.  (Wuhanʼs underground subway and 
light rail system is currently under construction and is scheduled to be opened in 2012.  This 
will provide fast, clean transportation to most parts of the city.)

Travel by train is quite convenient on Chinaʼs impressive national railway system.  Overnight 
sleeper trains are comfortable and relatively inexpensive (450 yuan one way to Shanghai or 
Beijing).  The new high speed railway system can take you to distant cities nearly as fast as 
air travel.  From Wuhan to Guangzhou (near Hong Kong) is a nearly 1,000 mile trip that can 
be done in 4 hours on high speed trains that conveniently leave every couple of hours.

Air travel routes are extensive across China and can easily take you direct to any city you 
want to go to.  (There are over 170 cities in China with more than 1 million people and all 
have modern, efficient airports.)

Finally, there are long distance coach buses that can inexpensively take you off the beaten 
track to some of Chinaʼs beautiful, remote countryside.  Chinese travel agents can arrange a 
wide variety of tours and trips, including hotels and sights, at reasonable and often 
inexpensive tour rates. 

Will I have a personal Chinese assistant for translation?

Teaching assistants will be provided in every classroom for the purpose of assisting faculty 
with translation, classroom and activity management, and curriculum preparation.  Teaching 
assistants can also provide support to foreign faculty as needed for such things as assisting 
with travel, shopping, and personal requirements.


